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CFL is twenty five years old this year. From the point of view
of some organisations, twenty five is relatively young; barely
starting out in life. For someone wishing to start a school
of their own (we get a few visitors every year who have such
dreams), however, we seem rich in experience and we seem
to have a kind of institutional weight, gravitas. The view from
within our community, as can be expected, is rather more
complex and difficult to nail down. We experience ourselves
as, paradoxically, young and old, bound by tradition and free
of it, simultaneously ironic, reflective and literal-minded.
Aging in an institution, as in an individual, carries both peril
and promise.
CFL began, very simply, as a group of people on an
adventure. In fact, at the very first CFL assembly, we sang a
song about leaky boats and stormy oceans and the dangers

of such adventurous ventures (we still sing this song today!)
Some part of us wants to hold that sense of adventure close.
We have feared becoming an institution, with all the weight
that that often implies. The shadow of the bureaucratic cage
sometimes looms over us and we want to drive it away.
Over the years, some stability and predictability within
the organisation becomes inevitable. We have become more
secure, more settled. But we can never relax and become
smug. We are tightly stretched within. A slight shift in our
teacher composition, a challenge thrown at us from the legal
or financial environment, and we are reminded of the risk
inevitable in this enterprise.
Over two and a half decades, change has been inevitable
in so many realms at CFL. Some part of the human psyche
is so fearful about change. From this point of view, any
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change is for the worse. From an institutional point of view,
what are we worried will change over time? Are we worried
about losing our energy or creativity? But there is always the
energy of youth; young people join us every so often! As for
creativity, when beginning a new project or instituting a curricular change, we feel that our work is fresh and alive, with
immense possibilities. The surge of energy at such times is
palpable, and everyone feels it, regardless of age or experience. At times, we are afraid that we have lost spontaneity.
But when it is demanded of us, we respond to a stark challenge with a new solution. Of course, some problems have
repeated themselves over the years, so we have come up with
methodical approaches, formulae that work. Are we trapped
by these formulae? Probably not. It certainly helps that more
than a dozen colleagues are closely listening to each others’
ideas, impatient with obfuscation and ready to question assumptions in thought and emotion!
Naturally, some changes have been for the better. Over
the years, we have learned a great deal about young people’s
social and psychological worlds, which has helped us better
understand sexuality, for instance. Ways in which students
learn are extremely rich and complex, and time and experience can only aid the process of understanding.
We can never recapture the exciting feeling of starting
something new. We cannot start a new school, literally, every
year! But of course this is not the point. The way out of the
fear of stagnation is not to literally throw ourselves into dan-

gerous situations. We need to face the deeper questions about
our minds and psychological habits if we are ever to move
beyond the boundaries of fear and custom that hedge us in.
Of course we work toward a level of institutional security.
We want to enjoy the benefits of this security, as this is what
ultimately enables us to enact our ideas. But we are always
clear that our basic interest is in understanding the insecurities within the human mind. This is a far deeper and more
exciting question.
One point is clear. The running of CFL is not going to
be a battle between “old” and “new” teachers, “conservative”
and “risky ideas.” The various ideas around the question of
change, risk, spontaneity, are not battle lines drawn in ideological fields. Through dialogue and through our flat structure, we have made every effort to allow for smooth transitions in ideas and responsibility, while allowing all teachers
the space for initiative and creativity.
The adventure in the leaky boat, it turns out, is still going
on. It is going on in the daily running, in the teaching and
classes, in the various administrative aspects of the school.
More crucially, it is going on in the field of relating to one
another, in our philosophical questions and our explorations
into the contradictions of selfhood and identity. Metaphors
must eventually run their course, and this one certainly has.
But the reality it points to continues to enrich this mad little
community, tucked away outside Bangalore, asking questions
of itself and the world.
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In 1990, a group of thoughtful (and
courageous) individuals began an educational venture they called Centre
For Learning. Many of them are still
very much involved with the school
today. They have put down some of
their thoughts and memories of the
early years of the school, reproduced
across this newsletter.

First day of CFL:
Clippings from archives.
Bangalore Statistical Bi-Monthly:
Born: A bonny baby, CFL, on 1.8. 1990.
at 9 a.m. Madhavan Park, Jayanagar.
Weighing 8 children, 10 adults and a
host of well-wishers. Baby doing well.
City Social Scene:
On Wednesday, August 1st 1990, as
Dr S Subramaniam sat on his verandah, nonchalantly reading his edition
of “City Social Scene,” an elite group
of children and adults sashayed into
his and his redoubtable wife Kamala’s
elegant home at Madhavan Park. Vivid
colours marked the children’s raiment
while more sober hues were the order of
the day among the adults present. The
group ascended into an upper elevation to make merry in what they called
an Assembly. Some young sparks seen
present were Suprabha Seshan and
Keerthi L Mukunda.
Musical Monthly:
Melodious voices rose and fell in the
precints of Madhavan Park recently as
neighbours and passers-by were treated

to four songs, a sloka, ettirarathi, tumaka chalata and aage zaanle. The songs
were carefully selected for the occasion,
according to our musical correspondent
posted there. She further noted that
following the singing a deathly silence
prevailed and she was not clear whether
the entire gathering was in the grip of
shock, exhaustion or bliss.
Titbits from the Theatre:
An innovative show created entirely by
children was staged using two chairs,
a bedsheet, and hand made puppets,
at the thatch-covered terrace at Madhavan Park, on August 1st 1990. There
was a motley gathering of 25 persons
to watch and applaud this imaginative
performance. Heard in the aisles were
comments like, “ Children directed the
show completely, I believe!”, “ So this is
how CFL plans to work!” and so on.
Astrological Almanac:
The stars are favourable for a small
school of 8 students and 10 teachers to
start today at 9 am. This is the auspicious day and hour. The stars also
foretell that in 25 years, CFL will have
a vibrant teacher and student body who

will ‘grow’ the school in amazing ways.
One of those present today will end up
as a teacher in the school 20 years from
now.
Educational Enquirer:
Our roving reporter checked out a new
school called CFL. We bring you some
in-depth interviews from there.
Dr. Subramaniam, at whose home the
school started just minutes ago was free
to talk to us.
RR: Sir, how did you agree to have a
school at your home?
Dr. S: Well, I came home from work
one evening and my wife informed me
that CFL would start the next morning
at our house. I said, “Wonderful.” and
that was that.
RR: Mr. Venu, with a teacher body of
10 and a student strength of 8, how will
these ratios work?
Venu: No problem. Some of us plan
to spend large chunks of time at the
British Library. Another will work in a
Dawoodi Bohra school to get a different
picture of the Universe. Some will do
workshops elsewhere. In fact, we may
have a teacher crunch!
RR: Madam, I understand that you have
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a PhD in Chemistry and your husband
one in Physics. How will this work?
Yasmin: I think that ummm... we will
learn a lot from the children. It’s the
thing that’s important. Not the other
thing.
RR: Ms Vandana, what is the curriculum you will follow?
Vandana: Usha and I plan to do a
project on Bangalore city. We will go
all around the city by bus and by walk
to explore the history and geography
of the city. Neither of us has studied
history or geography so this should be a
very open-ended project. Chalo..now we
have to start our class.
RR: I believe you have already set up a
library? What are the features?
Usha: Yes, we have 100 books and one
whole shelf! Children have begun borrowing. I have a dream that one day we
may have a much bigger library.
RR: Kamalaji, what made you all start
this school?
Kamala S: You see, we have all been
greatly inspired by the teachings of J
Krishnamurti and...
RR: Uhh...who? How do you spell that?
Usha Mukunda

Mentoring students
CFL is a small school. Its smallness seems to allow for closeness and depth in relationships amongst its people. The
demands of relationship do take on a certain intensity here.
But there is less of the fatigue caused by having to navigate
many relationships in a more crowded school. This is not a
proud difference we assert. This is simply the way we would
like to organize our learning space. There is no paucity of
contact amongst the people here, especially the teachers and
students, and the stage is preset for many learning possibilities.
And yet we have a special mentoring arrangement in
such a space. We have had mentors for senior school students and new teachers over the last few years. We began this
process to address the needs of individuals new to the school.
Now we see wider value in such a relational process.
For a student-teacher relationship, the word “buddy”
sounds too frivolous. A “friend” sounds pretentious! The

word “mentor” sounds a tad heavy, but it seems to fit best.
We must now remember to keep the word and the role nonpreachy and non-dependent.
Any adult in the school could be chosen as a mentor by a
student. The relationship and conversations could be formal
or informal. The content may be personal or impersonal. The
place of meeting – under a tree or a stone bench somewhere.
The objective of these meetings – a friendly conversation
between two individuals of different generations, a conversation that is non-institutional, non-divisive, non-directive and
non-judgemental.
So what exactly does a mentor do? A mentor simply
offers time and shares her own learning and insights.
She helps with processing experiences for another person
through conversation and compassion. She shows interest in
learning about the student and his social world. And clearly,
this is not a personal counsellor arrangement!
A mentor meeting is neither about students pouring out
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their private emotions, confessing to their transgressions in
the mentor meetings, nor is it about seeking refuge in or becoming a spy for the adults! However, we do hope the meeting offers a forum for open and genuine interactions.
So what qualifies as openness? The capacity for reflection
and the ability to suspend one’s assumptions or judgements
could be a starter! Not a simple matter surely. Like all other
relationships, the mentor-student relationship too occasionally meets its test – the capacity to endure ideological challenge. The meetings not only enable discussion of views and
feelings, but also occasionally attempt to test the grounds on
which personal thoughts and feelings are based .
Have students found these meetings meaningful? Well,
we have to say “yes, mostly” and “no at times.” It is not always easy for one to talk to another, young or old. Even when

there are people more than willing to listen and talk, in the
preoccupation of daily routine, a young person who is unsure
may not feel like approaching someone on her own initiative.
Having a fixed meeting time with one person has helped
with this to an extent. However, in general, after the initial
silences and general chit-chat, through the “nothing-veryimportant-to-say” moments, these conversations lay a foundation for sharing, reflection and meaning-making for both the
teacher and the student.
The consequence of such conversations? Other than a
nice closeness and affectionate partaking in relationship,
we hope an important movement of learning in relationship
will happen without trying too hard - a learning that is not
just about one person or the other, not just about ideas in the
world, but about the nature of personhood and experience.

Of cats, dogs and elephants

ter harvesting systems. The volume collected at each place
is modest compared to the monsoon rains that drenched us
this year. However, we planned they would be just right to
serve each of the buildings for which they were built. The
April showers gave us an opportunity to test the systems, and
so far they seem to be working!
We hope for another magical monsoon, not only for the
refreshment, joy and sights that it brings, but also so that we
may capture some of it for our use, thereby tapping a little
less into our precious groundwater.

The monsoon this year was both breathtaking and destructive: water gushing down the rocky and muddy slopes of our
undulating campus, directed into troughs or drains leading
into the main stream or the percolation tanks. We watched
with excitement as flights of steps became waterfalls, the
sports field a swimming pool, and turbid, turbulent water
resembling mini whitewater rapids swirled into the tanks.
Dancing in the rain was a must for many of course, or
playing football, lying down, sitting or walking. Gently shaking water-laden trees to splash our companions. Jumping
and splashing in chocolaty puddles. Being tempted to just
dive into the now full old percolation tank on a sultry afternoon, or perhaps, giving in to that temptation, despite the
possible dangers. And of course, the post-rainfall amphibian
symphonies could rival the best sapiens orchestras.
We excused the destructive elements of the rain: mango
flowers and infant mangoes being shorn off trees, airborne
roof tiles or the erosion of exposed slopes. Local fauna too
must have been caught unawares: birds’ nests perhaps falling
apart and earthen homes being inundated.
Come April, and it rained not only cats and dogs, as the
saying goes, but also elephants on some nights. After one
particularly spectacular and long downpour, the new percolation tank had standing water having just been fed by a rapid
stream transporting water from higher parts, which could
only mean that the old percolation tank was full again! There
were pools of water in places where one had not seen them in
the recent past; much needed nourishment for the greenery
and refreshment for wildlife of all sizes.
Luckily, during the year, as part of our mela, the students
and teachers had constructed four localized rooftop rainwa-
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Student internships
A question that looms large for many children as they grow
up is, “What do I do with my life?” When they are adolescents, the question tends towards unformed ideas on occupations or livelihoods that might give them money for independent existence in society. Unlike their counterparts in
mainstream schools, who seem largely sure of paths to take
beyond schooling, the typical CFL student is unsure, tentative.
We would like to look at the question of livelihood in
its entirety. We introduce this question to our students in
broad frameworks: the role of meaningful work, passion and
interest, as well as the social, economic and ethical questions
surrounding livelihoods.
In addition to discussions, presentations and a general
studies module on livelihood, the senior school students in
the final year participate in internship programmes. These
programmes are designed for students to intensively explore
areas of their interest over a sustained period of up to twelve
weeks. A student interested in filming might work closely
with a film maker to be introduced to various aspects of the
discipline. Another might learn of the socio-economics and
mechanics of garbage disposal working with an NGO dealing with that issue. Students have trained in music, theatre,
dance, art, pottery, and wildlife monitoring programmes.

The internship period is usually scheduled for the last
term of the third year in the senior school, and while the students take initiative in identifying the areas of their interest,
we assist them in identifying people and organizing schedules and permissions where necessary for the internship
period. Students often look forward to this time, as many
of them experience the larger questions of livelihood first
hand, along with meeting and learning from people deeply
engaged in their work.
This is also a time of transition out of the structure of
CFL. It means that relative independence and responsibility
take a new meaning in daily life. Internships with impersonal but broadly sympathetic organisations are a good way
to start off!

In celebration of CFL’s 25th year, we are having a big all-day
gathering at our campus on August 1st 2015, and a lunch for
our neighbours in Varadenahalli and surrounding villages on
August 2nd. In December 2015, we are holding a conference
for schoolteachers titled Worlds of Fear: School Cultures.
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SARAS
The SARAS mela was a very different
mela, right from process and preparation to presentation (no songs, dances
or theatre). One obvious difference was
that the results of all our hard work,
good or bad, are made out of brick, PVC
and copper, and are here to stay with us
for a long time!
This mela definitely pushed many
of us out of our comfort zones. It demanded that we first begin by understanding issues that confront us on a
daily basis. For example, where does
our water come from, how do we put
it to use and how do we reuse it once
we have contaminated it? We looked at
similar issues related to electricity and
our consumption of it. We then came
up with several small-scale ideas to
conserve and reduce our dependence

on unsustainable sources of water and
energy. We had to cost each design and
see how feasible it was. And finally,
we had to execute some of our plans,
but with a difference: doing it mostly
ourselves, relying on our own limited
skills and abilities. All this meant many
emotional and physical challenges for
teachers and students, and that I guess
is old hat for CFL !
As educators, we at CFL are constantly exploring different dimensions to living and learning and how
to engage with our children in these.
Starting from basic reading and writing skills, working with abstract ideas
and concepts, learning to think clearly,
acquiring aesthetic sensibilities, allowing our imaginations to run free,
working with the land, working with
our hands, taking care of our bodies

As in all melas, the whole school from ages 8-18, along with all
teachers, were involved in a variety of projects. Here are some brief
descriptions of the various projects we worked on as a community.
Junior students got a feel for estimating water use, where the
school water comes from and how it f lows around campus. They
experimented with various toy models of water lifting devices and
eventually planned and implemented a rain water harvesting system for the junior school building. The very youngest ones made a

and of course the most challenging,
discovering what it means to be a
compassionate human being: the list is
long. Yet, this mela exposed even more
unexplored facets to learning, which we
perhaps do not engage with in schools.
As we all recognise, education is driven
by a society which values certain skills
over others. A software engineer earns
much more than a skilled mason. Even
most alternative schools find it difficult to get students to solve practical
problems faced on a daily basis, such
as water use and re-use, electricity use
and waste management. To some extent
this is understandable; the challenge of
using resources intelligently has hardly
been solved by mankind at all! Yet
educational institutions offer unique
opportunities to explore many of these
issues, and to get students involved in

huge model of the sun and did experiments on the ways in which
the sun heats materials.
Middle school students worked on model water pumps and
on making proposals for measuring and using grey water. They
also experimented with two models of solar cookers. Some children
studied how fields were irrigated prior to the invention of pumps.
Other middle and high school students have made grey water
proposals for various buildings in school and planned and execut8

understanding and executing the solutions themselves.
This is the opportunity to think
about a given problem, come up with a
design to solve the problem, figure out
the various things needed to implement
the design, and then finally go ahead
and convert the intellectual solution
into a concrete one. In actually executing the solution, one encounters a variety of issues. A solution on paper looks
fine, but it is only during implementation that all the difficulties become
apparent! You have to understand how
materials behave, how to work with
tools, and what kind of stamina it takes
to complete a project you have taken on.
Then there is the intelligence demanded in using tools skilfully and effectively. If you watch a skilled worker, like
a cobbler or a painter, you will surely

notice this. The tools they use seem to
be an extension of their mind and body.
The right way to hold a tool, the most
efficient handling of it, the dexterity
with which many tasks are done simultaneously: all seem to come together
seamlessly and effortlessly. The intuitive and accumulated understanding of
is apparent; how materials interact with
each other, what is possible and what
is not, and how to get the best out of a
given medium.
There is great satisfaction, and
great frustration, in doing work of this
nature. We might have to wait hours for
the ‘expert’ to come and bail us out, or
discover that we have the wrong soldering wire and the right store is 50 km
away, or that the pipes just don’t fit! Yet,
many of us found that we were inexplicably looking forward to each session

ed localised rain water harvesting projects. They worked on scale
drawings, estimating materials and costs, writing proposals, digging and laying foundations, doing brick masonry and plumbing.
Some of these children also worked on water testing.
Our oldest students rebuilt the kitchen grey water treatment
system brick by brick, and one gravel load at a time. They also
spent one intensive week learning from scratch how to assemble an
LED light. They assembled printed circuit boards, fixed LEDs on

of mela work. It could well have been
the endorphins generated because of all
the physical work involved, or the sheer
joy of making steady progress towards
a worthy goal. It is also very fulfilling
when a team of students and teachers
work well together in a spirit of friendship, good humour and cooperation. I
guess the greatest payoff is that we get
to see the results of our hard work right
away and enjoy a sense of accomplishment in seeing a process through from
beginning stages to completion. Every
time we harvest rainwater, use our
grey water or turn on the LED lights
we made, we can look back with quiet
satisfaction!

a heat sink, and finally mounted all components to make a readyto-use lighting fixture. They have made nearly 200 LED lights.
All of the above is a ref lection of a process of careful planning and construction. We have had some help from experienced
plumbers, engineers, tinkerers and masons, without whom we
would not have got this far. However, the students themselves have
created most of what we have described above.
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Cooking up stuff
Kitchens are good places to have labs
in: they have gas, a granite counter top
(resistant to most chemicals), running
water and shelves. All the infrastructure needed to do experiments, and you
can make and drink your tea too!
CFL’s first lab was Kamala’s
kitchen. All the students were fairly
young and so very little equipment was
needed, and the place was both a chemistry and a home science lab. The next
year, when the older students joined, we
needed more space and equipment. So,
a shed became the chemistry lab and a

room the physics lab. Still later, there
was a combined lab in a large room
with tables to work on. It was an improvement from the kitchen, in that it
was a dedicated space, so we didn’t have
to put equipment away at the end of the
day. On the other hand, we had to solve
the issue of a Bunsen burner. We got a
small gas cylinder, a regulator with an
adapter and one burner. Now we have
separate labs for physics, chemistry and
biology, and to rephrase Murphy’s law:
“equipment multiplies to fill shelves
available.” We still feel crowded!
When I look back on the past years,

I must say that I remember both enjoyable and irritating moments. Since
the labs were shared spaces, you could
never be sure of finding anything that
you had left ready for an experiment.
Somebody would have decided it looked
interesting and taken it away. Restlessfingered children would meddle with
carefully set up apparatus, either carelessly or to do mischief. We also had a
rash of fire-setting with magnifying
glasses taken from the lab. On the
other hand, any experiment had kibitzers and I am sure they learnt a lot. One
day we got dry ice and got through a lot
of experiments in physics, chemistry
and biology, the principle of hovercrafts,
sublimation, response of pulse rate to
increased CO2 concentration and so
on. All this was watched keenly by the
younger students and was the subject
of much lunchtime conversation. We
also noticed that they sneaked away
small pieces of dry ice, wrapped them
in leaves or paper and puffed away at
authentic looking beedis and cigarettes.
The major plus to this arrangement
was that it demystified the whole idea
of science and experiments. It made
it very clear that the material around
could be used to illustrate concepts
and make mental models. My favourite
example, though not in science, is of a
ball of green wool, (named Woolia by
the students!), which had a character,
Lead, (from a pencilbox) walking from
the north pole to the south pole to illustrate the fact that people in the antipodes are not upside down!
With the present labs, management has become easier. The job is to
maintain accessibility. I am happy to
see students coming in at community
work, chatting with us teachers and
playing with material, and watching
their seniors show them tricks I have
demonstrated.
Yasmin Jayathirtha
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Thinking of early excursions
In the first year of CFL’s existence there
were eight students. One group of
three was aged between six and sevenyears and the other five were around ten
years old. The “older” students referred
to the younger group as the “chunts”;
after all, they had lived one-and-a-half
times longer than the younger ones.
The first trip was to the Biligiri Ranganabetta (B R Hills), with the accompanying adults being Kamala S, Yasmin
and myself. We had a rich mix of the
good and the bad that makes travel
exciting and memorable. The KSRTC
bus was more than two hours late for a
ride that was to take five hours. We got
thrown out of the Government-operated
guest house after one day because some
“VIP” needed to be accommodated. We
then stayed at the infinitely more hospitable school run for Soliga children.
We spent one day in the dense forest,
where we were escorted by forest guards
carrying large-bore rifles. We saw a
family of bears frolicking (fortunately
deep down in the ravine and at a safe
distance). We even witnessed a ritual,
deep in the forest, which appeared to be
for exorcising the possessed.
The following year the number
of students jumped to 35 and rapidly

crossed 50 over the next couple of years.
Students were dispersed more uniformly over the ages of 6-16 years. Clearly,
descriptors such as chunts, the older
ones, the middle ones, no not those,
the other middle ones, the A-levels, etc
ceased to be adequate to refer to them.
There were desperate attempts to bring
some order into this chaos. Taking a
cue from the increasing radiance and
fragrance of the students as they progressed through the school, it was decided that the various groups be named

after trees that bore fragrant flowers.
The more common nomenclature of
I –XII Standard was dismissed as being
too dull to describe such an exciting
progression.
Shortly after this nomenclature
came into effect, one of the newly christened groups headed to Gomukh for the
excursion. Along the way they were to
take in nature’s majesty, mystery and
beauty in the form of the Himalayas,
the glacier at Gomukh, the crystal clear
and icy cold waters of the Bhagarithi
and the total solar eclipse at Bhind, a
town little outside Gwalior. Man-made
wonders such as the Taj Mahal and
the forts of Gwalior and Agra were to
round up the trip. Since the group was
passing through Mussourie, everyone
hoped that a meeting with the author
Ruskin Bond, who had enthralled this
group with some of his writings, could
be yet another high point of the trip.
Well in advance, a student from this
group was elected to write to the said
Bond and obtain an audience. The student promptly wrote a carefully worded
post-card to him and it was handed over
to me to address and post.
A post card is not a confidential
document and I am sure many post11

men could be authoritative biographers
of the high and low to whom they
delivered messages by this medium.
There were no envelopes or passwords
and digital encryptions to secure their
contents. So, my curiosity getting the
better of me, I read the letter.
I regret not keeping a photocopy
of this definitive document. However,
substantial and essential components
of the message are permanently etched
in my memory. The letter ran (approximately) as follows:
Dear Mr. Bond,
We are students aged about 14 years
from a school in Bangalore called Centre
For Learning. We are travelling on our
annual excursion up to Gomukh. We will
be passing through Mussourie on our way

back. We have been reading your work
in school and have liked it very much and
we would like to take this opportunity to
meet you. If you can find some time for us,
please let us know and we can make our
schedule accordingly.
To tell you something about the school,
we are a very small school, of about 50
students. That is the total number of
students in the school, not in a single class.
We are quite different from other schools.
We have no standards.
Yours sincerely, etc.
We never heard from Mr Ruskin
Bond; I like to think that he is still trying to figure out why we brag about the
absence of standards!

We would like to thank all parent volunteers who gave generously of their
time and energy towards helping the
school in many crucial areas such as
the kitchen and in the SARAS mela
work.

Richard Fernandes
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The beginning
A group of teachers met at our house with a question: ‘’Now
what do we do?’’ Pat came the answer ’’Let us start a school,
but where?’’ and I said we could, here in this house. In the
evening, when I spoke about this to my husband, he was also
happy about it.
The group met many times to talk about various aspects
including what it should be called and then the name Centre
For Learning came by. So CFL took its first step at 462 9th
Cross 1st Block Jayanagar.
The preparations started. We raised the railing on the terrace, and put up a thatched shed on one side which became
our assembly hall and class room. In one corner we had a
small sand pit for the little ones and the other corner became
an area for dance. Our family moved to the first floor. The
terrace, the ground floor and the little open space around
became the school area. The kitchen sometimes became a
baking class and sometimes a science lab.
To begin with, we were eight children and three full time
teachers, and a few teachers to organise transport, funds and
various other needs. Some teachers had to find jobs outside
for some time.

As we progressed, teachers continued to meet. One fine
day, we found this beautiful statement by J Krishnamurti
in his book ‘Education and the Significance of Life,’ chapter
5. We were all very happy about it. It says, ‘’Those who love
their own children and the children about them and who are
therefore earnest, will see to it that a right school is started
somewhere around the corner, or in their own house.’’
Our house was bubbling with activity. After a few weeks
of school one of our neighbours actually asked who at home
was ringing the pooja bell so many times?
The Madhavan Park and playground became the games
field and we used the Institute of World Culture library.
As we progressed, numbers increased and we needed
to find more room. During the course of the second year,
some of us moved to a small space provided generously by Dr
Chandrashekhar, a friend of the school. Then more children
came in and the little school had to move to the bigger M M
Farm. CFL moved two more places before we finally reached
our own campus at Varadenahalli.
Kamala Subramaniam
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People and events
We have a new teacher, Veena Basavarajaiah, who came in August 2014. Veena
has been a professional dancer for
several years. At CFL, she is working
with junior and middle school students
on dance and second languages. She is
also involved in the fitness programme
for senior students.
Our long-term visitors this year
came from far and near. Max Symonds,
who had visited CFL as a middleschooler along with his brother some
years ago, came back for two terms
as a senior school student. In no time
he slipped back into life on campus,
enjoying old friendships and new. Dan
and Nilmi from America and Canada
visited in the first term for a few weeks,
and gave us some good coaching for
football and volleyball skills. In the
second term, we enjoyed the presence
of a family of four from Mexico: Adriana and Juan and their children Eduardo and Maria. They worked tirelessly
in our vegetable garden, and with the

help of the wonderful monsoon rains
and several students and teachers,
harvested over 1000kg of vegetables!
Juan also helped in developing the
children’s rainwater harvesting ideas,
and took carpentry classes for students.

Adriana was involved in junior and
middle school activities such as pottery and craft. In the third term, Osian
came to us from the UK, where he
runs a cafe with his mother. Naturally,
he spent most of his six weeks here in
the kitchen making full meals; some
simple, some exotic, all delicious. He
also got quite involved in middle school
classes. Gea, a senior school student
from Brockwood Park School, the
Krishnamurti school in the UK, came
for nearly the entire third term. She
studied art and English and participated enthusiastically in all aspects of
school life.
Short-term visitors were also plentiful. An old friend in education, Ramkumar from Viveka Tribal Centre for
Learning at Hosahalli in Karnataka,
visited with his colleagues Lohith and
Ravi for a couple of days. They came
to learn about our open library, and
also attended several other classes.
We would like to thank Krishna and
Archana, parents of the school, for
the engaging assembly presentation
they made on rainwater harvesting.
Devaraju from Kengeri visited us for a
day. He taught many groups across the
school the art of recycling old sarees to
make colourful doormats. Veeraraghav,
resident editor at The Hindu, came to
speak with the general studies students
on media literacy. Stephanie worked
with middle schoolers on a lovely mirror and tile mural which welcomes
people into the middle school den. The
students worked with great enthusiasm
and care, inspired by Stephanie’s energy! She is a mural artist who has been
making large murals on vertical as well
as horizontal surfaces for many years.
Two storytellers visited; early in the
year, Salil Mukhia from the storytelling
collective Acoustic Traditional spent a
day at school, telling stories of the mysterious Yeti to a credulous audience.
The group works to preserve ancient
myths and legends passed down in the
14

oral tradition in various parts of India.
In January, our old friend Derek Hook
from the UK came by and this time,
ran a mini-workshop in storytelling
for a group of middle schoolers! By the
end of the day, Derek was seen bravely
trying to get the students to show different emotions on their faces: ‘Can you
show anger?’ Broad grins. ‘Lovely! What
about jealousy?’ Broad grins. ‘Wonderful! Now try despair.’ Broad grins all
around.
Tara Gandhi, ornithologist and conservationist, spent a day bird-watching
on campus, and engaged older students
in a fascinating discussion on the interactions between wildlife and farmers in
India. Also late in 2014, we were graced
by a visit of the Madras String Quartet, arranged by CFL’s good friend V

Prasad. The four players—violinists Sri
V S Narasimhan and H Muliyil, violist
B J Chandran and cellist V R Sekar—
told stories of their journeys in Indian
and Western classical music to the
senior students one night in the library.
The next morning, they played a full
hour-long concert to a packed assembly
hall, and generally charmed us off our
feet. A small group of women from
Sirsi came for a few days to teach us
how to use banana fibre in the design
of books, pens and holders. They were
brought to us by Mala, a parent of the
school. The family of Siddaiah Puranik, renowned Kannada poet, visited
school for a morning to watch a play by
our middle school students on his life.
Senthil and Lavanya from SELCO made
a presentation at assembly one morn-

ing on the company’s work with raising
awareness on alternative energy.
In the third term, a group of students from Brockwood Park spent a few
days here accompanied by old friends
Maggie and Andrew Alexander. The
students taught us some beautiful English rounds which we sang long after
they had left. And our beloved Gerard
did make it to CFL this year, working
with great gusto with all age groups.
As one very young student reported
when he went home after a session with
Gerard: ‘There’s a new silent man in
school who points a lot...’ Another old
friend, Anil Ananthaswamy, came to
school a few times this year, and on one
occasion gave a talk to the senior school
on the ideas in his soon-to-be-released
book. He spoke about maladies of the
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self and what they tell us about who we
are. Former student Shabari came one
evening in the third term and presented
a dry run of a play she and her colleague Rituparna Bhattacharya directed, called Keep Calm and #ashtag. The
play was a beautifully crafted commentary on gender and sexuality in urban
India, and struck all of us with its powerful messages. Later, the performers
spent a long time in conversation with
students and teachers on the ideas and
themes touched upon in their play. Also
in term three, Sally Duncan, a friend of
CFL from Oregon University, visited for
a couple of days, and spoke with senior
students about issues surrounding ecology and development.
Two more enjoyable alumni gatherings took place, one in July and the
other in December. Eating CFL custard,
chatting and singing around a bonfire,
a morning walk and a long discussion
about things that matter...the familiar

formula seems to suit us all just fine!
Our excursions in December took
us to North Karnataka, Kerala, Maharashtra, Madhya Pradesh and Gujarat.
One group’s trip in particular needs
explaining here, and that was the class
11 and 12 trip to Mozda, a small village
in Gujarat. We have long been friends

of Michael Mazgaonkar and Swati
Desai, whose home in Mozda is often
thrown open to us for one to two weeks
during excursion time. On this trip, we
fleshed out an exciting idea for Michael
and his colleagues (Vishven, Eshwar,
Jayanti, Virsingh and Koojan) to come
to CFL and train a group of students in
assembling LED lights for our campus.
They readily agreed, and so it happened
that a very enjoyable ten days was spent
in February hosting and learning a
great deal from this formidable team!
We thank them for their hard work,
commitment and patience, all of which
touched our students.
This year we benefitted from
contact with another interesting group,
Hunnarshala from Gujarat. Tejas Kotak
and some friends visited us on two
occasions in the past year, and trudged
around the campus to assess the possibilities for rainwater harvesting.
They examined our underperforming
grey-water treatment system that has an
inflow of around 3000 litres a day during term time, diagnosed the problems
with it, and then sent us detailed and
accurate plans for redesigning it. These
plans became the blueprint for a whole
term of senior school mela work, and
the system is now working, so we are
indeed very grateful to Hunnarshala for
their assistance!
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Tales from the Vasantha hall
The 20’ x 18’ room is bright. It’s called the Vasantha hall. It is
split into four areas. The boundaries are made with bookshelves
or cubbyholes. Light is streaming through the latticed wall. Three
teachers with 23 children from the age of five to ten years are
inside. That makes it one-third the school!
Children have come in the morning by the school van or
the jeep and have hung their bags on the hooks in the verandah outside. As they talk, they are pulling out the chowkis,
their files with worksheets or books, pencils and erasers.
That is if they have remembered to bring them from home.
I ask one 5-year old for her book. Her response on all
previous occasions has been: “My parents forgot to put it in
the bag.” I, of course want her to take responsibility for packing her bag; after all, that’s part of my job! So I have repeatedly told her on several days that she must say, ‘I forgot…’.
Finally, today she says, “I forgot”. I am elated because she is
finally taking responsibility. So I smile, and tell her that it’s
ok for today and I am happy that she has taken ownership.
She smiles back and walks away. I hear her mutter under her
breath, “Stupid parents!”
It’s another day full of energy in the Vasantha hall. It
feels as though the kids have an infinite amount of energy.
We teachers definitely don’t! The chowkis are out and most

of the children are sitting at their desk, waiting for one of
us to tell them what they should do. They are talking across
chowkis, laughing and some are throwing paper airplanes to
the ceiling. Two boys who could test our patience any time of
the day are unstoppable. Their talking, laughter, sounds and
whatever else fill the room. We try to bring order into the
hall. The other kids don’t respond to our efforts; they respond to the two boys. Exasperated, I tell the two to step out
of the room and that they can return when they are ready to
settle down. To ensure they don’t see it as a time to run and
play about the four-acre campus, I tell them that they have to
sit in the verandah adjoining the hall. They are obedient now
and step out. It’s quiet. I heave a sigh of relief and everyone
begins to settle down to work. What an accomplishment!
Suddenly the silence is broken with total chaos. The reason?
The two boys outside have found a frog and thrown it into
the Vasantha hall through the latticed wall. I announce that
the class is over!
It’s a new academic year. It’s time for English and we
begin with phonics. I have six or seven five-year-old students
with me. The others are with Radhika and Lalitha. I start
with one of the consonants and tell them its sound. I name
some objects beginning with that specific sound and ask the
students to look around the hall and outside, and name some
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objects beginning with that same sound. Today’s consonant I
inform them is “B” and I tell them the sound. After a while,
I tell each of them to draw something beginning with a b.
One has drawn a ball, another a bell, yet another a bat. Then
comes a boy and he has written a ‘W’, but rounded in the
lower part. I look and I am puzzled, as this boy had always
got the sounds of all the other consonants correctly. I try
not to show my surprise and tell him again the sound of b
and tell him it’s not the sound of w. He looks at me equally
puzzled and informs me that he knows that already. He says
that he has drawn a bum for b!
Vandana Srivastava

What is CFL?
What is the entity “CFL” as it has been
endearingly referred to over twenty five
years by so many of us: students, alumni, parents, friends and wider public?
School, home, community, a resource for education, an enabling place
for gathering and sharing by innumerable individuals, groups from various
walks of life, focussing on concerns
for education? A forum for grappling together with questions of human mind,
life and living?
Is a common perception possible or
even necessary for this entity?
A small group of friends met to
share their interest and continued concerns of education, in a peaceful ambience at “Carmelaram” a retreat centre
in the outskirts of Bangalore in 1990.
Our exchanges had the enhancing presence of children playing around; some
in the group were parents as well as
teachers. The group did not start with
pursuing a specific goal but explored a
common intention. However, the end
of the retreat enabled envisioning the
entity named Centre For Learning, and
this came about with a sense of unique
discovery.
Immediate practical steps involved:
a decision to register a society called
Centre For Learning, with those pres-

ent lending their signatures as trustees,
and each making a small contribution
towards the registration, an inevitable
legality that was required for this entity
to function as an organization. Then
followed annual filing of income tax
returns, the foreign contribution regulation act, and scores of administrative
chores. These multiplied, and continue
as of date, yet a simplicity of procedural
formalities has been ensured.
Some steps seemed necessary for
creating an accountable public venture,
while at the same time ignoring many
unnecessary ones.The principles that
governed CFL enabled a seamless operation without any frames of rigidity.
CFL has remained a small school
with around 70 students: a choice based
on providing the necessary attention
for quality education. And the running
of the school is based on the belief that
all decisions remain consultative and
inclusive, nothing left as too small.
This means an existence of an amazing number of ongoing forums: once a
month Sunday meetings with parents;
weekly teacher meetings, daily small
group meetings, specific committees
for fundraising, public relations and
land. The inclusive culture creates a
possibility for a non hierarchical organism like CFL to exist. A highly creative

and responsive one, hence defying any
definitions. A school without being a
school, an institution without frames,
designations being unnecessary for
sharing of responsibilities. Sustained,
by a spirit of discovery, affection and
relatedness.
Is this not CFL?
Valli Seshan
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I think the constant endeavor to be something, to become something, is the real cause of the destructiveness and the aging of the mind.
Look how quickly we are aging, not only the people who are over sixty, but also the young people. How old they are already, mentally!
Very few sustain or maintain the quality of a mind that is young. I mean by young not the mind that merely wants to enjoy itself, to
have a good time, but the mind that is uncontaminated, that is not scratched, warped, twisted by the accidents and incidents of life,
a mind that is not worn out by struggle, by grief, by constant strivings. Surely it is necessary to have a young mind because the old
mind is so full of the scars of memories that it cannot live, it cannot be earnest; it is a dead mind, a decided mind. A mind that has
decided and lives according to its decisions is dead. But a young mind is always deciding anew, and a fresh mind does not burden itself
with innumerable memories. A mind that carries no shadow of suffering, though it may pass through the valley of sorrow, remains
unscratched.
I do not think such a young mind is to be acquired. It is not a thing that you can purchase through endeavor, through sacrifice.
There is no coin to it and it is not a marketable thing, but if you see the importance of it, the necessity of it, if you see the truth of it,
then something else takes place.
J Krishnamurti
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We invite applications from individuals interested in self enquiry, who have specific skills to offer in terms of teaching,
administrative duties and pastoral care (our needs may change from year to year). Applicants should be excited by living on a
campus in a rural setting. If you are interested in working with us, please visit our website (www.cfl.in/working-at-cfl/ ) and
follow the procedure outlined there.

We are in the process of consolidating our
database. If you have received this newsletter as a hard copy (through the post), please
do email us at info@cfl.in (with ‘Database’
in the subject box) in order for us to have
your email id. Please also send us your current phone number.

As in previous years, this year too we have received generous support from
all our friends across the world. This commitment makes many aspects of
our work possible. Thank you.
We continue to depend on such goodwill, in particular for our longterm financial needs. Any support we receive goes a long way towards
sustaining our work. If you wish to contribute, please visit our website
(www.cfl.in/support-us/how-can-i-help-cfl/) or email us at info@cfl.in, with
‘Donation’ in the subject box. We will get in touch with you to initiate the
process.
Donor information: Centre For Learning is a registered charitable society.
Donations to the society are exempt from Income Tax to the extent provided for
under section 8OG of the Income Tax Act, 1961. If you wish to avail tax exemption
in the USA, please email us for details.
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Campus: Village Varadenahalli, Magadi Taluk, Bachenhatti Post,
Ramanagaram District 562 120, Karnataka, India.
Phone: +91-92415 81342 / 81345, +91-80-27705749
Mailing address: 2, Good Earth Enclave, Uttarhalli Road, Kengeri, Bangalore 560 060, India
email: info@cfl.in, website: www.cfl.in
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